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A BEHAVIOURAL STUDY OF AUDIOVISAL INTEGRATION IN EPISODIC MEMORY 

Patrik Blomqvist 

 

Recent brain scan research has found evidence of reactivation in brain regions 

that suggest a reactivation of the whole experience for the subject trying to 

remember. Such a reactivation is seen to represent a multimodal integration 

of the memory representation in the brain. The purpose of the study was to 

test the existence of audiovisual integration in episodic memory. This was 

done by comparing reaction times when audiovisual information was old, 

new or both old and new. Results indicated quicker rejection when there was 

both old and new information presented in comparison to when information 

was all new, indicating a reactivation of the whole experience of the 

presentation in the learning phase, i.e. a facilitation process based on 

audiovisual integration in episodic memory. An extension of the study could 

be to increase the retention interval testing for a different type of 

consolidation. 

 

 

Long term-memory can in the most cases be biologically, functionally or conceptually divided 

into separated categories, mainly based on the way memory function serves the individual with 

information. One common way of making such a distinctions is by dividing it between 

declarative (conscious) and implicit (unconscious) memory, where the former mainly includes 

episodic and semantic memory and where the latter mainly includes procedural memory and 

the perceptual representation memory system. For instance, Eichenbaum and Cohen (2004) has 

argued and by some part shown that there is a biological difference between the two categories 

(even if the authors have the ambition to also incorporate what they call emotional memory in 

the implicit category). The distinction between the declarative memories, semantic and episodic 

memory, was made by Tulving (1986) where he stated that semantic memory holds information 

about non-contextual facts about the world and where the episodic memory holds information 

about unique events experienced by the individual. 

 

The general process of long-term memory can be seen as a three way process with encoding, 

storage and retrieval (McLeod, 2010). The retrieval process can further be categorized as free 

and cued recall, which is retrieval of information that is not sensorially apparent for the subject 

at the given time of retrieval, as well as recognition. The recognition process has historically 

been seen as a process based on recollection on the one hand and familiarity on the other hand 

- i.e. two distinct processes. Recollection is seen to be occurring when the subject knows 

additional associative details encoded during the onset of the stimulus or experience in general 

meanwhile familiarity is seen as a process that just make the subject aware of prior occurrence 

of the stimulus, but with no additional details. Thus, the recollection process could be seen as a 

form of cued recall. A theory claiming there are two distinct recognition functions is the dual 

process theory, described by Wixted (2007).  

 

Putting the theory into a biological perspective researchers has long had the notion that the 

recollection process is attributable to activation in the hippocampus while the familiarity 

processes are attributable to activation in the perirhinal cortex (Medina, 2008). According to 
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Medina (2008) the claim is a result of insufficient precision in the equipment for brain scans 

among the researchers. Due to more sophisticated equipment, used by Medina, one can 

conclude that this is not the case but there is a far more complex process involving the larger 

part of the medial temporal lobe (where the hippocampus and perirhinal cortex can be found) 

and not with the activation pattern described earlier, according to him. Instead he proposes the 

idea of degrees of memory strength, explaining the difference between recollection and 

familiarity. This view is in line with a competing theory to the dual process theory. This 

alternate way of explaining recognition is called the threshold theory, saying that there is no 

distinction between recollection and familiarity - instead it is seen to be different steps of a 

continuum, also explained by Wixted (2007). 

 

Putting memory function further into a biological perspective, the hippocampus and other parts 

of the medial temporal lobe (MTL) are seen to play a major role in the encoding and retrieval 

process. Kurman and Wagner (2009) have found evidence of activations in hippocampus, MTL 

and also the prefrontal cortex when encoding and retrieving memory content. Especially, this 

is found when processing relational memory, i.e. the processing of relations between individual 

elements of an experience. The storage on the other hand is a more unexplored occasion. What 

has been clear about storage is that the cerebral cortex plays a major role (Eichenbaum & Cohen, 

2004). A general idea is that the memory representations are located in the cortex corresponding 

to the modality perceiving it. As an example, visual representations are at least to some part 

stored in the occipital lobe (which is responsible for visual information processing) and auditory 

content is at least to some part stored in the temporal lobe (which is responsible for auditory 

information processing). This reactivation of sensory-specific cortex during retrieval has been 

shown by Wheeler, Petersen and Buckner (2000). This phenomenon has also been shown by 

Nyberg, Habib, McIntosh and Tulving (2000) but they also found evidence of reactivations of 

cortex-regions that was not necessary for the decision making in the test phase, i.e. there was a 

reactivation both in auditory and visual cortex at retrieval though only visual information was 

need at the time for retrieval. This indicates that the memory representation is made up by 

multimodal information creating an integrated representation of the whole experience, though 

it seems in this case that the storage is made in each sensory-specific cortex.  

 

However, recent research has found traces leading to the notion of the existence of multimodal 

representations in the cerebral cortex. The regions and functionality of the multimodal 

interactions remains somewhat uncertain but there have been suggestions on where these 

representations could be located. One suggestion for a audiovisual storage area is posterior 

superior temporal sulcus (pSTS) (Beauchamp, Lee, & Agrall, 2004). This area is a logical 

location for audiovisual integrations because there are both visual and auditory representations 

located at a very short distance - the pSTS becomes a convenient area of merging. An additional 

condition making this an appropriate location for audiovisual integration is the nature of the 

neurons, they have an extraordinary plasticity in this area. Other suggestions for locations of 

areas involved in multimodal integration are the perirhinal cortex (Taylor et. al, 2006), the intra 

parietal sulcus (Calvert, 2001) and the prefrontal cortex (Miller & Cohen, 2001). The prefrontal 

cortex can in some way work as an integration region due to the fact that there has been found 

cells that respond to more than one modality (Ghanzanfar, Maier, Hoffman & Logothesis, 

2005). Others stress its purpose of executing top down processes necessary for multimodal 

integration (Miller & Cohen 2001; Buckner, 2003; Osada, Adachi, Kimura, & Miyashita, 2008). 

Because of these new emerging findings there is reason to believe that there are multimodal 

representations in the cerebral cortex. 
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The amount of behavior literature testing for multimodal integration is at present fairly limited. 

Therefor is the aim of the present study to test the occurrence of multimodal integration in a 

behavioral way - more specifically, to test the occurrence of audiovisual integration. This is 

going to be made by comparing the reaction times, when given a correct answer at recognition 

test, between audiovisual stimulus that is old (targets), new (distractors) or a multimodal mix 

och new and old stimuli (lures). 

 

In short, if there would be a multimodal integration in episodic memory the presentation of one 

congruent unimodal stimulus would facilitate the decision process about the occurrence of the 

other unimodal stimulus presented at the same time, compared to if no target was to be identified 

as in the new audiovisual stimulus (distractor).  

 

To have a clearer picture of what is to be done additional literature needs to be put into light. 

The first thing to have in mind is concerning how decisions of the occurrence of non-occurred 

events are made. There is some literature explaining what forego a correct rejection of a 

suggested event that has never occurred. Strack and Bless (1994) has formed a theory 

concerning this phenomenon. The theory is named the presuppositional strategy and highlight 

two conditions that determine the success of the correct rejections of events that have never 

occurred. These conditions are (1) memorability, referring to the event salience, i.e. the 

“strikingness” of a possible event (which is judged based on the subjects prior experiences) and 

(2) encoding and retrieval conditions – for example if the environment during encoding is noisy. 

The second condition is assumed to have an inferior relation to the first condition. The 

circumstance of major importance here is if the event salience is high or low. If it is considered 

high, i.e. the event would be highly distinct from the other the subject tend to highly confidently 

and correctly reject that a proposed event has occurred after the subject has failed to retrieve 

any information about the event. The rejection could be made confidently because of the high 

memorability of the event which for the subject implies that if he or she really had experienced 

the event he or she for sure would have remembered it. When it comes to events with low 

memorability on the other hand the subject will not reject it as accurate as when it is high. In 

this case the subject may instead see the event as something that has occurred but has been 

forgotten. 

 

An alternative way of explaining the decisions about the occurrence of non-occurred events is 

proposed by Hintzman (1988) who sees the process as a process where the test item is matched 

against all items stored in long-term memory in parallel. By doing that the subject is expected 

to calculate a similarity score and finally evaluate if the most similar target in long-term memory 

is similar enough to the target item. This could be interpreted as indicating a type of inverted 

threshold rule when to correctly reject a proposed non-occurred event, i.e. when the similarities 

are not convincing enough, keeping the evidence below the threshold, the test item rejected. 

 

Both theories seem to stress the importance of uniqueness in qualities of the event when a 

successfully rejection of a non-occurred event is proposed to have taken place. What will later 

be declared more in detail is the requirement of uniqueness for the applicated stimuli in the 

present study. This is done to minimize interference effects due to initial stimuli content, and 

by that increase the power of the study.  

 

The process of correctly rejecting that an item also have occurred in the learning phase seems 

to be a fairly circumstantial process, in relation to the fairly fast process of recognition. To be 

clearer, in both theories presented concerning correct rejection of non-occurred events there is 

a total search for matching items going on. The difference is that in the presuppositional 
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strategy there is an additional state where the subject is valuing the likelihood that he or she 

would have remembered it if it had occurred, due to the notion of memorability, while in the 

case of global memory theory (e.g. Hintzman, 1988) the search for a matching item is paralleled 

with calculation of a similarity score. In general, on average it is probable that a correct 

identification of a target is made before any of these processes involving a total search is 

finished. Therefore the time for correctly identifying targets is supposed to be shorter than the 

time it will take to correctly reject a distractor (a new item). 

 

The second thing to consider is the relation between targets and lures. Due to the supposed 

multimodal integration in episodic memory and the expected lower response latency for targets 

than for distractor one can assume that the difference between the response latency from the 

target condition will not differ from the condition containing mixed multimodal targets and 

distractors (lures), unless there was reason to believe that the incongruence of stimulus (targets 

and distractors) would have an impact on the response latency. Research has shown that 

occurrences of interference increases the cognitive requirements and therefore, highly likely 

increases the response latency, tested by Spapé and Hommel (2008), as well as de Houwer 

(2003). Interference is expected to arise when there are competing information stating 

incoherent relationships, as in an incongruent stimulus, as in the audiovisual lure. In the case of 

the lure the old information is assumed to reactivate the whole sensoric experience, which is 

not identical to the new information in the lure. Because of that the onset of the lure is assumed 

to impose interference, and thus increased response latency. 

 

In addition, Suied, Bonnel and Viaud-Delmon (2009) has shown that the occurrence of a 

congruent bimodal stimulus facilitates and speeds up the identification process of a target in 

comparison to if the stimulus was presented unimodally. Because of this expected slowing 

effect in the lure condition and the fastening effect due to multitude of congruent stimuli in the 

target condition the reaction time should be lower in the target condition than in the lure 

condition. 

 

The third thing to consider is the relation between lures and distractors. The way of concluding 

that an event has not been shown would imply a similar process is going on when to dismiss 

the new item in the lure category as when to dismiss the new item in the distractor category. To 

correctly reject the occurrence of a unimodal stimulus in the distractor condition is sufficient 

for rejecting the occurrence of the whole distractor item. Therefore, besides some effect of 

interference in the lure category, the response latency in the lure condition would be as long as 

in the distractor category unless there was an effect of audiovisual integration facilitating the 

rejection of the new stimulus due to the supposed faster identification of the unimodal target in 

the bimodal lure stimulus. So, if the response latency is shown to be lower in the lure category 

than in the distractor category there is reason to believe that there is a presence of audiovisual 

integration that has facilitated and speeded up the decision process.  

 

The facilitated process due to multimodal integration is seen as follows: The presentation of the 

old stimulus in the lure condition is supposed to reactivate the whole experience, i.e. the 

presentation of a visual old stimulus is assumed to make the subject recall the auditory 

information stored from the same episode in the learning phase, and vise versa. When recall of 

the non-presented old stimulus is done a quick comparison of that and the presented new 

stimulus in the lure condition is supposed to occur. Because of the assumed retrieval of the 

whole experience the process of rejecting the occurrence of this audiovisual combination in the 

learning phase is supposed to be faster than the rejection due to a total search with no matching 
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item, as in the distractor condition. Figure 1 is displaying the hypothesized pattern in the three 

conditions. 

 

 

 
 

 
Figure 1. The assumed functionality and pattern when identifying an audiovisual target, when rejecting 
the occurrence of an audiovisual lure and when rejecting the occurrence of an audiovisual distractor. 
 

To summarize, (i) the target condition is expected to have a lower reaction time than the lure 

condition due to both facilitation of identification when there are more than one congruent 

stimulus compared to when there are only one congruent stimulus as in the lure condition - and 

also because of the expected effect of incongruence held in the lure condition. 

 

(ii) the target condition is expected to have lower reaction time than the distractor condition 

because a total search in the distractor condition is supposed to take longer time than the 

identification in the target condition, on average. 

 

(iii) due to testing for audiovisual integration in episodic memory, the reaction time is supposed 

to be lower in the lure condition than in the distractor condition because of the supposed earlier 

identification of the unimodal target in the lure condition than the rejection in the distractor 

condition, followed by a facilitation of rejection of the unimodal distractor stimulus in the lure 

condition, due to reactivation of non-presented information that was previously presented 

together with the target stimulus in the learning phase - expressed through a lower reaction 

time. 

 

The experiment had a within-subject design with three conditions tested, which were expressed 

as the level of correspondence between auditory and visual stimuli presented in the learning 

and test phase, ranging between zero and two corresponding stimuli. The target condition was 

containing two corresponding stimuli and no non-corresponding stimulus, and is further 
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expressed as Old/Old. The lure condition was containing one corresponding stimulus and one 

non-corresponding stimulus, expressed as Old/New-New/Old. The distractor condition was 

containing no corresponding stimulus and is expressed as New/New. To statistically test the 

internal relations between the reaction times a pairwise comparison was conducted. 

 

Method 

 

Participants 

There were 38 participants (26 women), aged 17-50 (M: 24.5, SD: 7.3). There were initially 40 

participants tested but two of them were displaced from the main analysis due to misunderstood 

instructions in the first case and lack of accuracy in one condition in the second case. 

Participants were mainly recruited through announcements at the Department of Psychology, 

Stockholm University, and the Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm. For participation 

in the study the participants were offered a cinema ticket, alternatively one hour of course 

credits, which all students at the Department of Psychology are required to obtain. All 

participants signed an informed consent, which made them aware of the possibility to quit the 

participation at any time, without any explanation. 

Material 
The experiment was programmed and run in E-prime, version 2.1. Two stationary computers 

were used which were of the model Dell Inspiron, with a 19” Dell flat screen. Additionally, 

headphones (Sony and AKG) and a laser mouse were used for the experiment. The stimuli 

content of the experiment was initially, before it was exported to E-prime, treated in the program 

iMove, at an iMac computer.  

 

The stimuli used were sequences extracted from 20 motion pictures. The sequences used for 

the learning phase had a length of 6 second and was picked out based on certain requirements. 

The sequence had to contain a specific movement and a specific sound, occurring in a specific 

environment, for example someone closing a car door to the sound of a closing car door taking 

place at a harbour. Specific in the sense that it is distinct, as well as it is not too intriguing, i.e. 

similar to the content of the other sequences. There were no verbal information in the sequences 

other than a short interjection in seven of the sequences, but when that occurred the face of the 

participant was not shown. The total amount of sequences in the learning phase was 80, which 

were randomly selected from a pool of 128, six seconds long, sequences, meeting the 

requirements mentioned above.  

 

The stimuli content in the test phase consisted of a set of three-seconds-long sequences that 

were either auditory and visually identical, auditory or visually (but not both) identical or not 

at all identical to the first three seconds of a sequence in the learning phase. These different 

categories will further be referred to as Old/Old (targets), New/Old, Old/New (lures) and 

New/New (distractors) - where the first word is relating to visual content and the second word 

to auditory content. Each of the mentioned category contained 16 three-second sequences.  

 

The sequences containing an old stimulus were randomly selected from a pool of sequences. 

The old stimulus was always consisting of the first three seconds of the sequence in the learning 

phase. The aim was to match a distinct visual occurrence with the distinct new sound. If it was 

the case that there could not be any realistic match at all, the experimenter was permitted to 

randomly choose another new stimulus. The same procedure was later done for the old auditory-

new visual stimulus sequences. When the New/Old and Old/New-sequences were formed the 
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Old/Old-sequences were randomly selected from the learning phase and the New/New-

sequences were after that selected. 

 

Design 

The experiment was a recognition test with three conditions. The independent variable was the 

level of correspondence of auditory and visual stimuli in the learning and test phase, which was 

categorized in three conditions, based on whether there were two, one or none corresponding 

stimuli in a trial of the test phase. However, testing the null hypothesis of audiovisual 

integration there was no discrimination made between identifying one or none corresponding 

stimulus, the identification of those implied the same maneuver, i.e. pressing the same button. 

In both these cases an accurate response was to correctly reject that a specific audiovisual 

sequence in the test trial also had been shown in the learning phase. For a correct identification 

of identical audiovisual content in the learning phase and the test trial (a hit) the participant was 

to press another button. 

 

The dependent variable was reaction time (RT). Only correct responses were included in the 

analysis of reaction times. The median of that RT was calculated for each participant, in each 

condition. This data was used for pairwise comparisons of RT between the three conditions, 

where the Old/New and New/Old condition had been merged to only one, to optimize power. 

In both the learning and test phase each sequence was separated by the occurrence of a fixation 

point, with the duration of three seconds. The fixation point was a centered white plus sign to a 

black background. The alpha level of the repeated measures ANOVA was set to 5%. The alpha 

level of the pairwise comparisons was initially set to 5% but was Bonferroni adjusted to 1.67% 

(0.05/3=0.0167) to neutralize the risk of type 1 error, due to the multitude of tests. 

Procedure 
The participants were informed that they were participating in a memory experiment. They 

were also informed that the learning phase would progress in about 30 minutes time and that 

they were to be shown 80 six seconds long sequences. They were instructed to pay attention to 

visual and auditory information in each sequence. After checking the volume in the headphones 

and going through the instructions a second time (on the screen this time) the learning phase 

began. At the same time the experimenter left the room. The participants were doing the 

experiment in a quiet room. When the learning phase was over the participant contacted the 

experimenter, which was instructed on the screen when the learning phase was finished. At this 

time the participant was informed that a 10 minute break was to occur. After the break the 

experimenter started to give the instructions for the test phase. participants were informed that 

they were to be shown several 3 seconds long sequences for a period of 10 minutes and that 

their task was to decide if the the auditory and visual stimulus in a sequence of the test trial had 

been presented together or not in the learning phase. If they believed it had occurred they were 

to press left mouse button and if they believed it not had occurred they were to press the right 

mouse button. Further the experimenter declared to the participant that there would be a 3 

seconds long fixation after each sequence (similar to the learning phase). The participant was 

informed that he/she could make his or her decision during this time, unless it was done earlier 

when the sequence was played. Participants were instructed to respond as quickly and 

adequately as possible. The order of sequences presented was randomized (with the help from 

the program running the script) for each participant in both the learning and test phase, to avoid 

any eventual effects due to a certain order of playing the sequences. In Figure 2 the experimental 

procedure is displayed visually. 
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Figure 2. A visual illustration of the experiment procedure. The numbers in parentheses are clarifying 
the number of sequences in each condition. 
 

Results 

 

The hypotheses stated above assumed there would be a significant difference in reaction time 

between the three conditions based on level of correspondence of auditory and visual stimuli in 

the learning and test phase. The higher correspondence the lower the reaction time was 

assumed.  

 

Results showed that the Old/Old condition had the lowest reaction time (M = 2810, SD = 684), 

the Old/New-New/Old had the second lowest reaction time (M = 3128, SD = 573) and that the 

New/New condition had the highest reaction time (M = 3337, SD 701). 

 

To test the differences inferentially a one-way within subjects (or repeated measures) ANOVA 

was conducted to compare the effect of level of correspondence of auditory and visual stimuli 

in the learning and test phase on reaction time in Old/Old, Old/New-New/Old and New/New 

conditions. There was a significant effect of level of auditory and visual correspondence in the 

learning and test phase. Greenhouse Geisser: F(1.7, 26)= 25.62 (p < = 0.0001). Partial Eta Squared, 

within subjects = 0.41 

 

Pairwise comparisons showed a significant difference in reaction time between all conditions, 

in the expected direction. Table 1 displays the results of the pairwise comparisons. 

 
Table 1. Comparison of reaction time (conditioned by correct answer) in milliseconds between the 
three conditions demonstrating the mean differences, standard errors and the p-values. Asterisks 
signals a significant difference. 
 

 
 

In Figure 3 the reaction times are illustrated in a graph, comparing the three conditions. All 

reaction times are significantly different. 

Experiment procedure

LEARNING PHASE BREAK TEST PHASE

Encoding Retention interval Recognition

and instructions OLD/OLD (16)

6 seconds x 80 10 + 2 minutes 3 seconds x 64 OLD/NEW-NEW/OLD (16+16)

(3 sec intermediate fix point) (3 sec intermediate fix point) NEW/NEW (16)

Comparison of RT between conditions Standard Error p-value

Old/Old < Old/New-New/Old* 63,95 p <0.001

Old/Old < New/New* 88,16 p <0.001

Old/New-New/Old < New/New* 68,04 p =0.012

* indicates a significant difference (p < 0.0167)
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Figure 3. Reaction time (conditioned by correct answer) in milliseconds in the three conditions, with 
attached error bars showing the standard error. 
 

As can be seen Figure 3 there was an impact (and a trend) of the level of correspondence of 

auditory and visual stimuli in learning and test phase on the reaction times. The higher the 

correspondence of auditory and visual stimulus the lower the reaction times. Translated into 

tests of audiovisual integration, the lower RT in Old/Old condition than in the Old/New-

New/Old condition indicates a slowing effect due to audiovisual incongruence which is 

assumed to create interference, slowing the decision process down, as well as a facilitation 

effect in Old/Old condition due to the bimodal congruent stimulus compared to only one target 

stimulus in the Old/New-New/Old condition. 

 

The Old/Old condition was also shown to have lower RT than the New/New condition, as 

expected because of the supposed faster identification of a target than a total search of a non-

target, on average. The most relevant difference is though the significant lower RT in Old/New-

New/Old condition compared to RT in the New/New condition. This is indicating a facilitation 

of the decision process in Old/New-New/Old condition which is assumed to be mediated by an 

audiovisual representation in memory. 

 

The accuracy was also tested inferentially. Figure 4 shows the accuracy of the three conditions. 
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Figure 4. Accuracy (in percent) in the three conditions. 
 

When pairwise comparisons were conducted for the accuracy a significant difference between 

all three conditions were found, (p < 0.001). The accuracy did not follow the same pattern as 

the reaction times. The highest accuracy was shown in the Old/New-New/Old condition (73%). 

The Old/Old condition was second highest (64%) and the lowest accuracy was found in the 

New/New condition (47%). For additional transparency the accuracy within the Old/New-

New/Old condition is displayed in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. Accuracy displayed for each category, putting differences in accuracy between Old/New and 
New/Old into light. As been mentioned above, the first word is relating to visual stimulus and the second 
word to the auditory stimulus.  
 

Testing the difference in accuracy between Old/New and New/Old category with a paired t-test 

the latter was found significantly higher than the former. t37 = 3.96 (p < 0.001). As can be seen 

in Figure 5, comparing Old/New with New/Old, the participants tended to more accurately 

reject a false audiovisual stimulus if the visual stimulus was new, with a synchronized old 

auditory stimulus, than if the visual stimulus was old, with a synchronized new auditory 

stimulus. A discussion on this will be held in the Discussion section.  

 

For exploring reasons we also tested if the reaction time had an impact on the accuracy i.e. if 

longer reaction time implied an improved accuracy. This was done by correlating the RT with 

the Accuracy for each participant and condition. A Pearson correlation was conducted for each 

condition. In general there was a negative trend i.e. higher reaction times imposed lower 

accuracy. However, the only significant correlation (testing it to a an alpha level of 1.67% 

(=.05/3=0.0167)) was found in the New/New condition. The values of the correlations between 

reaction time and accuracy in the three conditions can be found in Table 2. 
 

Table 2. Correlations between reaction time and accuracy for each participant calculated per 

condition. 

 

Condition r df2 p -value

Old/Old -0.23 37 0,1630

Old/New-New/Old -0.22 37 0,1854

New/New* -0.60 36 0,0001

* indicates a significant correlation (p < 0.0167)
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Figure 6-8 illustrates the negative trend of the relation between reaction time and accuracy for 

each participant separated for conditions. 

 

 
Figure 6. Accuracy in relation to reaction time in Old/Old condition.  

 

 
Figure 7. Accuracy in relation to reaction time in Old/New-New/Old condition. 
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Figure 8. Accuracy in relation to reaction time in New/New condition. 
 

As illustrated in Figure 6-8 increased RT did not help participants improve their accuracy, the 

data indicate a trend of the opposite relation. This will be discussed further below. 

 

Discussion 

 
The main purpose of this study was to test the hypothesis of audiovisual integration in the 

episodic memory. This was done through measuring the reaction times (given correct answer) 

when manipulating the level of correspondence of auditory and visual stimulus in the learning 

and test phase. Framing the variable as correspondence of stimulus a in the learning and test 

phase was an operationalization to serve the purpose of testing for audiovisual integration in 

episodic memory. This was generally made by comparing the time it took to dismiss a distractor 

containing no target correspondence (as in the New/New condition) with a lure containing some 

target correspondence (as in Old/New-New/Old condition). The significant lower reaction time 

in the lure condition than in the distractor condition indicates an existence of audiovisual 

integration in episodic memory. This is because if there would not be any audiovisual 

integration in the episodic memory the target content found in the Old/New-New/Old condition 

would be of no help trying to correctly reject a lure as quickly as possible. The process of going 

through the targets to finally reject the new stimulus’ (presented in one of the modalities) 

occurrence in the learning phase would at least be as long as for the distractor in the New/New 

condition, because to correctly state the non-occurrence of a (unimodal) stimulus in the learning 

phase is sufficiently for correctly rejecting the false audiovisual stimulus. I say at least because 

one can assume there is an effect of interference in the condition containing both target and 

distractor information, as in the Old/New-New/Old condition. 
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The phenomenon of increased required cognitive performance and thus increased response 

latency due to interference between encoded episodic elements and presented elements has been 

shown by Sapé and Hommel (2008). In the present study this effect could in some way be 

discernible by looking at the differences in reaction time between the condition containing no 

new information (Old/Old) and the condition containing some new information (Old/New-

New/Old). The reaction time for the condition with no new information was shown to be 

significantly lower than the reaction time in condition with some new information. The 

difference was expected for two reasons, on the one hand because of the earlier work of Suied, 

Bonnel and Viaud-Delmon (2009) indicating that the multitude of congruent modal information 

facilitates retrieval, on the other hand because of the expected interference effect due to the mix 

of target and distractor information, which is also stated by Spapé and Hommel (2008). Spapé 

and Hommel more specifically interpret the effect of interference as an evidence of an automatic 

multisensory retrieval process in the same way as Nyberg et al. (2000). Putting the present study 

into the light of that, displaying a significant higher reaction time in the Old/New-New/Old 

condition than in the Old/Old condition could be another indication of audiovisual integration, 

because the interference effect is assumed to be foregone by the retrieval of all modal 

information of the experience, as in a multimodal memory representation. However, this 

measurement is not a reliable evidence of multimodal integration, because the significant lower 

reaction times for target than for lures are also a result of the multitude of congruent stimuli in 

the target condition compared to the single target stimulus in the lure condition, and the 

proportion of these effects are not discerned in the present study. 

 

The main finding however, indicating an existence of audiovisual integration, was the 

significant lower reaction time in the Old/New-New/Old condition in comparison to the 

New/New condition. Though there seemed to be an effect of cognitive interference the reaction 

time in the Old/New-New/Old condition was still sufficiently low to be seen as significant in 

comparison to the New/New condition, indicating the existence of audiovisual integration even 

though the real facilitation effect made through audiovisual integration might be stronger than 

has been shown through the present experiment, just because of this slowing interference effect 

in the lure condition. 

 

Looking at the additional testing, the accuracy did not follow the same pattern as the response 

latencies. Instead the highest score was held in the lure condition (73%), the second highest in 

the target condition (64%) and the lowest was held in the distractor condition (47%). Also, what 

could be seen in the Figure 5 above, comparing Old/New with New/Old category, is that a 

category containing a new visual stimulus and old auditory stimulus had a higher accuracy than 

when the stimulus was structured the other way around. An interpretation of this occurrence 

could be done in different ways. Either there was a propensity to successfully identify an old 

sound and through a multimodal facilitation process fast reject the occurrence of the new visual 

stimulus, or there was an extraordinary propensity to successfully identifying a new visual 

stimulus and by that to correctly reject the occurrence of the item in the learning phase. Putting 

the accuracy of the New/Old category (78%) into the light of what was achieved in the 

New/New condition (47%) the logical reasoning would be of the former sort, unless there was 

a systematic confounder incorporated in layout of the New/Old condition. Below will this be 

commented further. 

 

From what we could see in Figure 6-8 the additional time for some of the participants did not 

show to have a positive effect on accuracy. Instead the pattern was the other way around. The 

non-positive impact of response latency on accuracy is anyhow in line with findings made by 

Wiese and Daum (2006), whom did not see any improvement in accuracy when a certain 
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amount of time had elapsed. At most they could see a marginal improvement at this later stage. 

Weise and Daum interpret the action as late post-retrieval process that seldom has a positive 

impact, instead the recognition process is thought to be held at an earlier state in time after 

stimulus onset.  

 

Limitations 
The matching of new and old stimuli, used for Old/New-New/Old, in the test phase could have 

been more accurate but due to the importance of randomization and to minimize experimenter 

effects the test construction was conducted in this way. However, the difference in response 

latency between targets and lures where the former was lower than the latter would indicate that 

lures had a sufficiently realistic approach. Therefor one can believe that the testing was reliable 

in this sense.  

 

Conclusion and future directions 
Though there was an expected and observed interference effect in the lure Old/New-New/Old 

condition, due to incongruence in modality information, an effect of multimodal integration 

could be discerned. The actual effect of modal integration could virtually be even stronger than 

what was observed, because of the slowing effect of interference in lure condition. This study 

did not contribute to any neurological progress in the search for the audiovisual integration but 

it anyhow indicated that there could be such a phenomenon.  

 

Eichenbaum and Cohen (2004) conclude in their book that there is a neurological difference 

between long-term memory that is sustained for minutes to hours and long-term memory that 

is sustained for weeks to years. They suggests that there is a qualitative difference between 

these two and that the consolidation processes are distinct from each other. To replicate the 

same experiment but with the extension to extend the time between learning and testing with at 

least a couple of days would be of major interest because the eventual integration could after 

this longer period be of a totally different nature. Therefore it would be interesting to explore if 

this facilitation process due to multimodal integration is sustained, increased, lowered or 

vanished.  
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